
Strip n Play with Valerie Walk-Through 
 
First off, Thanks for your interest in my game! I am really enjoying making it, and I am glad you 
played it enough and got stuck and want more! 
 
-Ace 
 
So this will have two sections. Hints and full walk-through depending on what kind of gameplay 
you want ;) 
 
 
Hints: 
 

1. Make sure you play each game an equal number of times. 
2. Every chance you get to Cum, do it! Just save before you do and if the end isn’t right, 

just roll-back. (I endabled roll-back for this reason). 
3. There are some options that are hidden for 7 some time. If you think a choice you made 

stops your progression, try again and wait 10 seconds.. Another option might show up. 
4. Make sure you go to sleep and get “revived” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Full Walk-Through: 
If any of this doesn’t work, post the issues on my discord channel please: 
 

1. Play the game as normal rotating each game until you get Val naked. 
2. Don’t worry about losing lives at first. 
3. Make sure you save AFTER you win a game. The choices you make after matter. 
4. Every chance you get to cum, Cum! Then roll-back, or reload. 

a. Make sure you cum at least 5 times before you do the next step. 
b. (The flash scene counts as a cum and will count persistently through all games...) 

5. The first time to sleep should be after Valerie Sucks on your head. 
a. Cum, go through the end credits, wait. 
b. Valerie should appear and tell you to go to sleep. Do it. 
c. When you are asleep, you should see a cut scene with Ivy and Piper 
d. When you wake up Val should have a new outfit on! 
e. If  C didn’t happen, you didn’t cum enough, or you didn’t win each game at least 

twice in this play-through. 
f. If D didn’t happen, you’ve already seen it. 

 
6. New Outfit! Play through the outfit just the same, and get her naked 

a. You can skip to the BJ, or play through the the other scenes. 
b. Now that you were “revived” you cum counter remains but the stage difficulties 

reset. So make sure you rotate the games as you play. 
c. Continue to play, cum and roll back. 

7. Next Cum Scene: 
a. The next 2 scenes require each game to be beate twice; 
b. These scenes can be accessed in a few ways. 

i. A Mc says: “I'm sorry! I'm gonna break my promise!” 
ii. B Mc says: "Oh no! Too deep to handle! I'm gonna cum!!" 
iii. B Mc says "I can't handle your pussy yet! Gonna cum!!". 

c. Then go through the credits.  
i. You will see another cut scene with Ivy and Piper 
ii. Sleep again 
iii. If you beat each game 3 times you will get another outfit. If not, no big 

deal, keep playing and you will get it next time. 
8. Play through to get her naked again and this time skip to blowjob. 
9. When you get to the scene where you options are: 

"Yes baby! Let's fuck!" 
"I can't handle your pussy yet! Gonna cum!!" 

Wait 10 seconds, another option will appear. 
"No! I'm not done fucking your throat yet!!" 

Choose that one and save. 
 



10. Continue to play and alternate games, cumming and rolling back and saving after each 
win. 

11. There are two cum stages to progress the story, I suggest saving, playing the first one. 
Then load and play the second one. For these scenes make sure you beat each game at 
least 3 times. After a “revive”. Only choice B will continue the stages to sex scenes. 

a. For this scene: when Val says: "Shoot your load down my throat!" 
i. Do it, see the scenes, and go to sleep. 

b. Choose:  
i. “I thought you wanted me to fuck you?” 
ii. Then wait 10 seconds, and choose: “No Val, I really want to be inside 

you!” 
iii. This is also necessary to continue the story…. 

12. If you chose to continue, Continue to play and alternate games, cumming and rolling 
back and saving after each win. 

13. Now make sure you’ve won each game at least 4 times. 
 
 

14. There are now a bunch of cumm endings to play that will result in unlocking different 
endings. Try them, if you get an end scene great! Save and reload the game where you 
were and continue on with different choices, or play to get Val naked and skip ahead to 
sex. Make sure there is enough time to win each game 4 times… 

15. You should then see the final message screen where it says: 
 

“This is the end of version 0.48. If you're reading this, then you've seen all of the 
story lines for this version” 

a. If you see that message, you are done with the story for now.  
 
 

16. Two Secret scenes: 
a. During the final anal sex scene, continue to click  

“I want to keep fucking you!” 
 
7 times until she “gives in and you get 2 more scenes teasing what’s to come in 

the next build.” 
 
 

That’s it! Thanks! 
 
 

 


